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1 Executive Summary 
The present document provides the formal evaluation of the final version of the SavingFood Platform. The 

current document is a revised version of D3.7 SavingFood platform evaluation v1, so the criteria and 

methodology used are an updated version of it. The methodology originated from the “Product Quality Model” 

ISO/IEC 25010:2011 used to ensure the Quality Assurance purposes of the evaluated platform and it was 

adjusted to fit the needs of the product.  

Based on the aforementioned methodology, a set of internal and external characteristics was selected for 

further debate with the Consortium.   

On this document, the final platform functionalities are presented, and they are evaluated based on the Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs). Those functionalities and their specific characteristics are focused on the front-

end and the user experience regarding the usability of the platform and the user-friendly interface and they 

are not focused on the internal key characteristics of the software as a Black Box as those are met by the 

standards of the selected software tools.  

Apart from the presentation of the final platform functionalities, another evaluation case is the examination 

of the implementation of the initial use cases. As use case, we define the sequence of the user choices in the 

interaction with the platform in order to achieve a goal. Our approach was to define the sequence of interfaces 

that constitutes each use case. Based on this, we examined each use case based on the relation between the 

user and the different roles, as well as some characteristics and features related to the overall workflow.  

The tested scenarios are based on the use case scenarios as defined in D3.1, D2.3 and the evaluation results 

of the alpha and beta testing as described in D5.2. The platform as most interfaces has a significant number of 

different functionalities and additional features that were developed based on the recommendations by the 

pilot testers. Due to the high number of those functionalities, they will not be presented thoroughly in this 

document as it does not serve its purpose.  

This deliverable provides also an overview of the revised platform software architecture to explain the 

software alteration which better supports the SavingFood project and the development of its platform.   

The methodology applied for the platform evaluation is finalised by asserting the subcategories to be reviewed 

in Table 1, that next define the final KPIs to be evaluated that are reported in Table 2. The attempt is to final 

adjust the Product quality model to the project’s traits and the original Use Cases as defined in D3.1 Platform 

architecture are reviewed in chapter 4. 

Finally, some conclusions are made based on the completed tasks, where we report on the platform 

Evaluation, the Use Cases regarding Recipients update and the significance for the Organization role which is 

a new User Role in the platform. The platform prototype implementation is reviewed according to its iterations 

and communications purpose among the pilot partners and the development team, in the concept of the agile 

software development methodology. The platform is also reviewed in terms of its social innovation purpose. 

This review aims to compose an evaluation related to participation increase, related to networking, that we 

estimate that benefits the possibility to lead the platform to success. 
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2 Introduction 
The previous technical evaluation report included the demonstration of the Product Quality Model by 

showcasing the structured set of characteristics and sub-characteristics and by measuring the relativity of the 

internal and external characteristics of the platform in relation to the objectives of the project and the software 

quality.  

In this deliverable, we showcase and evaluate the deployed functionalities through a number of test case 

Scenarios and respective screenshots accompanying each step of the supported service for each Use Case. 

The difficulty in this effort was based on three facts: 

• The Use Cases regard goals have an abstract nature by default. 

• Many of the originally defined as necessary functionalities and Use Cases where initially estimated 

based on some theoretical background and academic scope of Social Innovation. However, in several 

iterations the needed functionalities have been revised and in its final stages the Platform was 

implemented by continuous testing and update of the pilot testers’ recommendations. 

• Additionally, the agile methodology used in developing the platform was based on a “to the detail user 

storying” approach, that is needed to produce a high standard software which satisfies the pilot 

testers.  

This approach intended to meet the original User Stories accomplishment regarded the merging of two needs: 

• The determination of the level of user interface dependency to incorporate each use case  

• The practical recommendations of the pilot partners testing the prototypes and making 

recommendations while testing.   

This task was conducted in parallel by the technical and non-technical team-members in steady 

communication with the pilot testers based on the agile software development implementation. 
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3 Technical Evaluation Methodology 
For the technical evaluation of the Saving Food platform, we used an instance of the “Product Quality Model” 

from ISO/IEC 25010:2011. The Methodology was introduced in the deliverable D3.7 and filtered in order to 

exclude the KPI’s and metrics of the evaluation that did not have any particular use. The Methodology as a 

framework presented in D3.7 is evaluated against the criteria and in Section 3.1 the framework is presented 

and discussed under the prism of the project needs; whether the categories are related to the project or not, 

while in Section 3.2 the specific, project-related KPIs are evaluated in which the analysis will be based.  

The product quality model describes the internal and external measures of software quality. Internal measures 

describe a set of static internal attributes that can be measured. The external measures focus more on 

software as a black box and describe external attributes that can be measured. 

3.1 The Product Quality Model Methodology   
The product quality model describes the internal and external measures of software quality. Internal measures 

describe a set of static internal attributes that can be measured. The external measures focus more on 

software as a black box and describe external attributes that can be measured. 

 

Figure 1: A product quality model view based on the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 standards 

In general, this model evaluates software quality using a structured set of characteristics which are the 
following: 
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1. Functional suitability - The degree to which the product provides functions that meet stated and 
implied needs when the product is used under specified conditions. 

2. Performance efficiency - The performance relative to the amount of resources used under stated 
conditions. 

3. Compatibility - The degree to which two or more systems or components can exchange information 
and/or perform their required functions while sharing the same hardware or software environment. 

4. Operability - The degree to which the product has attributes that enable it to be understood, learned, 
used and attractive to the user, when used under specified conditions. 

5. Reliability - The degree to which a system or component performs specified functions under specified 
conditions for a specified period of time. 

6. Security - The degree of protection of information and data so that unauthorised persons or systems 
cannot read or modify them and authorised persons or systems are not denied access to them. 

7. Maintainability - The degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which the product can be modified. 
8. Portability - The degree to which a system or component can be effectively and efficiently transferred 

from one hardware, software or other operational or usage environment to another. 

The above-mentioned characteristics regard eight (8) major categories for the quality of software. Each 

category has a set of sub-characteristics. The sub-characteristics and their relevance to the Saving Food 

platform were initially filtered in the Deliverable D3.4. So, in the next table is the second review of the Sub-

characteristics’ relevance to the Saving Food platform.  

Sub-

characteristics 

Definition Yes/ No Sub-characteristic Evaluation Review 

Functional suitability 

Functional 
completeness 

Degree to which the set of 
functions covers all the 
specified tasks and user 
objectives. 

Yes The user objectives coverage is reported 
in detail in this Evaluation and regards a 
primary task in this document. This sub-
characteristic of the characteristic 
“Functional suitability” assessed as 
mandatory in the previous evaluation, is 
evaluated with the KPI: Percentage of 
completed Use Cases / Usage Scenarios in 
the Table 2 Key Performance Indicators. 

Functional 
correctness 

System provides the correct 
results with the needed degree 
of precision. 

No This Sub-characteristic of the 
characteristic “Functional suitability” was 
related to the KPI “Percentage of Use 
Cases without reported bugs, after tests”. 
But the platform has been fully deployed 
and this KPI is no longer applicable. 

Performance efficiency 

Resource 
utilization 

The amounts and types of 
resources used by a system, 
when performing its functions, 
meet requirements 

No This sub-characteristic regards an 
internal metric was qualified as 
debatable in the previous Evaluation and 
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its assessment in this final stage does not 
provide a result of any utility. 

Operability 

Technical 
Learnability 

The system has functions, 
which enable learning specified 
operations of it. 

No The system does not provide any 
operations that need to be learned by the 
users. The users must perform specific 
functionalities and reach to Use Case 
goals that are carried out in the three-
click rule. The display of popping-up 
describatory message text when mouse-
hovering over buttons help the users to 
understand the function of the System. 

Ease of Use System has attributes that 
make it easy to operate and 
control. 

No  This sub-characteristic could be 
measured by an end user’s report, but as 
the end-users participated in the 
development of the System, have tested 
it and have provided feedback, based on 
which continuous iterations were 
performed, its assessment has no 
particular utility in this stage. 

User error 
protection 

System protects users against 
making errors. 

Yes This Sub-Characteristic regards the KPIs 
“System crash on user errors” and “Error 
message availability” The system protects 
users from making errors firstly but not 
continuing to consequent interfaces 
when an error is made and secondly by 
displaying warning messages when a 
field/selection is not valid.  

User interface 
aesthetics 

 

User interface enables pleasing 
and satisfying interaction for 
the user. 

No The Front-End was built based on revised 
mock-ups and its graphic design has been 
reviewed and optimized based on Pilot-
testers recommendations.  

Technical 
Accessibility 

System can be used by people 
with the widest range of 
characteristics and capabilities. 

Yes The System has an ease of use on its 
functionalities and is localized in 
instances with continuous review 
translations for all four participating 
countries. However, it does not support 
usage of persons with disabilities. 

Reliability 

Maturity System meets needs for 
reliability under normal 
operation. 

Yes The System and all its components in the 
Backend, Frontend and as well as the 
Database Management System and the 
hosting Server are fully functional. 
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Availability System is operational and 
accessible when required for 
use. 

Yes The platform is Web-based and requires 
only a stable internet connection to 
perform its operations. 

Recoverability System can recover data 
affected and re-establish the 
desired state of the system is 
case of an interruption or a 
failure. 

Yes The System is regularly backed-up and 
fully recoverable for all of its 
functionalities 

Security 

Confidentiality System ensures that data are 
accessible only to those 
authorized to have access 

Yes The system is based on different User 
Roles registrations. Each User Role has 
specific rights and can perform certain 
functionalities regarding his/her role 
only. 

Integrity System prevents unauthorized 
access to, or modification of, 
computer programs or data. 

Yes The System has been tested for its 
Network, system and application security 
as well as for its penetration security. 

Non-repudiation Actions or events can be 
proven to have taken place, so 
that the events or actions 
cannot be repudiated later. 

Yes The history of the Events and the actions 
of the Users are stored and a clear 
agreement to the Terms and Conditions 
is required in a new User registration. 

Maintainability 

Testability Effectiveness and efficiency 
with which test criteria can be 
established for a system 

No There is no Test Automation needed. 

Portability 

Adaptability System can effectively and 
efficiently be adapted for 
different or evolving hardware, 
software or usage 
environments. 

Yes The platform deploys all of its features 
across different browsers and Hardware 
and is responsive for Mobile Use. 

Table 1: The Sub-characteristics and their relevance to the Saving Food Platform 

To validate that the platform fulfils adequately the qualifying technical requirements, a set of technical 

methodologies will be used.  

3.2 SavingFood Platform: Product Quality Evaluation  
Based on the tables presented in the previous sections that assess the Sub characteristics competition and 

based on the fact that the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 standard does not define specific attributes (measuring ways) 

for each one of the sub-characteristics, the following list of KPI indicators have been devised in order to allow 

the technical assessment of the Saving Food platform. It needs to be noted that due to the nature of the 

project and based on the operation conditions of the pilots, some of the below mentioned indicators are 
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considered optional, as their measurement might not produce meaningful results or at least their results are 

not apparent at this stage.  

Sub-
characteristics 

KPI Assessment 
Need based on 

Sub-
characteristics     

Evaluation 

Functional 
completeness 

Percentage of 
completed Use 
Cases / Usage 
Scenarios 

Μandatory We assume that the Functional completeness is 
expected to be 100% for the donors the 
Volunteers and the Recipients who are the final 
Users of this Innovative solution.  

Functional 
correctness 

Percentage of Use 
Cases without 
reported bugs, after 
tests 

No No Bugs Reported in Prototype Launch. 

 Number of clicks 
required to initiate 
event 

Optional As demonstrated in Use Case 5.7 the “clicks” in 
terms of sequential interfaces are four. 

User error 
protection 

System crash on user 
errors 

Mandatory 
 

The System does not Crush on User Errors. 

Error message 
availability 

Mandatory 
 

Error Messages are displayed for wrong format 
User input, Necessary field completion missing 
and User Login Validation. 

User interface 
aesthetics 

User Interface 
Accessibility 
standardisation 

 The User Interface is standardized in the initial 
template  

 
 
 
 
Technical 
Accessibility 

Cross-Browser 
Accessibility 

Mandatory The platform is Cross Browser accessible. 

Cross-Device 
Accessibility 

Mandatory The platform is Cross Device accessible. 

Mobile friendliness Optional The Platform is Mobile friendly and responsive. 

Maturity Max. Concurrent 
Users Supported 

Optional The platform can support 40000 concurrent 
Users. 

Simultaneous 
Requests  

Optional The System responds to Simultaneous 5000 
requests. 

Confidentiality Incidents of 
accessing prohibited 
information 

Mandatory None 

Integrity Incidents of 
authentication 
mechanism 
breaches 

Mandatory None 

Authenticity Level of User 
Authenticity 

Mandatory The System Provides fully deployed User 
Authenticity when a User fills out the username in 

the login the System recognizes the User’s role by 
database checking and displays the expected 
Functionalities. 
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Level of Data 
Resource 
Authenticity 

Mandatory The data resources are fully authenticable. 

Modifiability % of Update 
Effectiveness 

Optional The Platform established features are fully 
effective in updates and have automated 
procedures to enhance multilingual content.  

Testability Level of Testing Mandatory The platform is 100% testable. 

Table 2: Key Performance Indicators 
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4 Use Cases actors and Main Use Cases 

4.1 User roles 
The following are the main actors within the surplus food management ecosystem, directly involved in making 

it work as they were defined in D3.1 Platform architecture: 

ROLE SUB-ROLE DESCRIPTION 

DONOR  Those who are willing to make donation of food. They may be registered 

directly with the platform; or may be contacted by the Co-ordinator at 

the partner site on a regular or ad hoc basis 

FARMER For Gleaning, Farmers represent the main Donor type. However, they 

would not normally register with the platform: the Co-ordinator at the 

partner site would act as intermediary and contact the farmer to request 

a donation etc. 

RECIPIENT  The organisation benefiting from the donations made. These are 

generally charities. 

TRANSPORT 

INTERMEDIARY 

Where the Recipients themselves are unable to collect a donation, there 

would be one or more Transport intermediaries who would arrange 

transport to collect the donations and deliver to the Recipient. 

VOLUNTEER  Anyone prepared to give time in support of the food donation co-

ordination, gathering (gleaning), travel, etc. 

INTERNAL Those Volunteers registered with the platform who might then 

autonomously view events and commit support 

EXTERNAL Those Volunteers not registered with the platform but who are either 

known to the Co-ordinator(s) at the partner site or see events advertised 

on social media and who may wish to provide support 

CO-

ORDINATOR 

 Usually at the partner site, the Co-ordinator takes responsibility for all or 

some part of the organisation of an event or other donation activity 

GLEANING The Co-ordinator at the partner site organising a gleaning event 

PARTNER SITE The Co-ordinator at the partner site who oversees all donation activities 

at and for the partner 

FARMERS 

MARKET 

An external body who acts as a communication link between the partner 

organisation and a given farmers market. They would not usually be 

registered with the platform 

VOLUNTEER The Volunteer at an event such as a Farmers Market who is responsible 

for the practical organisation and management of a given event / activity 
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ROLE SUB-ROLE DESCRIPTION 

ANONYMOUS USER Anyone not known to the platform (i.e., not registered) who views the 

external pages of the SavingFood portal 

Table 3: Summary of the main User roles associated with Scenarios 

These user roles form the basis for the Use case descriptions.  

4.2 Main Use Cases 
The diagram in the following figure represents the external use cases as agreed with the pilot partners that 

were defined in Work package 2 drafted in D3.1 Platform architecture. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Use Cases in Saving Food Platform 

Figure 2 provides a summary of all the high-level Use cases along with the main actors.  Those coloured green 

represent shared activities; i.e., those used by more than a single actor. Those in blue identify the tasks which 

the Co-ordinators need to carry out. In consequence, once implemented, they also highlight the benefit the 

Saving Food platform would deliver: these are the tasks which would be made significantly easier by the 

platform. In addition, those shown in pink relate to volunteering, while those in orange relate to donations.  
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4.3 Architecture 
The SavingFood Platform is built on .NET1 open source framework, one of the world’s most widely used 

development frameworks.  

For content and user management DNN Platform Edition, is used, an open source framework, one of the 

world’s most stable and reliable web content management system (CMS) and is  distributed under a 

Community Edition MIT license2. 

The SavingFood Platform, based on DNN has a great technology environment for efficiently managing the 

widest range of web content and delivers a broad selection of open source plug-in modules, Apps, designs, an 

extensible development environment, feature-rich editions and valuable support options to choose from to 

seamlessly integrate with our platform. 

In the SavingFood Platform, four (4) instances (sites) were created on top of a basic web application 

framework. Each instance (site) consists of multiple pages, each containing multiple mini-applications called 

modules that provide specific functionalities such as donations, commitments etc. These modules may appear 

on multiple pages of the same or different instances. 

All instances have access to a common repository of modules and themes, and all instances are independent 

of one another with respect to content, roles, and user permissions. This means that unlike some other 

authoring environments, the SavingFood Platform does not need to be reinstalled each time you create a new 

instance, as well as to be easily replicated and localised by other organisations. 

With security extending down to the module level, the SavingFood Platform provides an extensible security 

model that gives you complete, highly granular control over who can view or edit pages and their content. 

Role-based grouping simplifies security management, with specific permissions granted to users based on their 

roles or their individual names.  

The SavingFood Platform runs on the cloud and will be distributed through a software as a service model based 

on open source code (OpenSaaS)3. It will be hosted, supported and maintained by VILABS and offered for free 

for a wider use. 

At the database tier, for the database management system, the  free SQL Server 2012 Express edition is  

deployed. The database stored procedures, are in support of the logical/application tier with which the 

business logic of the system is implemented. The logical tier encapsulates all of the basic data checking that 

imported by the user, or by consequent to the users actions system performance. Althoughh there is no User 

Interface handling directly the database, some of the database elements can be stored / edited or deleted by 

the Coordinators that have access and review of the users, the Events and everything stored in the database 

by some main functionalities provided to them that are part of the CMS. This allows them to fully deploy the 

system resources to have a complete view of all of the aspects of their concern, including Donors, Recipients, 

Volunteers, Events their interactions and registrations, and all of their related metadata that are either 

displayed in any location of the portal for all the other roles, or not. 

 

                                                           
1 https://github.com/dotnet  
2  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_license  
3 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSaaS  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_license
https://github.com/dotnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_license
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSaaS
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The logical Tier is object oriented, the objects implement methods for all the basic functionalities of the system 

with the .NET open source Framework v4.7. The data tier and logical tier interact entity framework and ADO 

protocol. 

Presentation tier is implemented with Internet Information Services (IIS) v.8.5. with the MVC 5.0 controller 

using the ASP.NET MVC 5.0.  

The web platform is usable with any browser (Firefox, Safari, Chrome, Opera) and by any operation system 

without any use of plug-ins.  

The SavingFood Platform runs on the cloud and will be distributed through a software as a service model based 

on open source code (Open SaaS)4. It will be hosted, supported and maintained by VILABS and offered for free 

for a wider use. 

The SavingFood Platform is licensed under the MIT License, a permissive free software license, with minimal 

requirements about how the software can be redistributed, originating at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT). As a permissive license, it puts only very limited restriction on reuse and has, therefore, an 

excellent license compatibility. 

 

                                                           
4 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSaaS  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSaaS
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5 Use Case Scenario Testing in Prototype V2   
In this section, we provide a series of Use Case Scenario testing that demonstrate the deployment of the platform facilitating both a sequential front-

end testing that is also examined in the context of the platform workflow and its intended purpose. The Use Cases Scenario testing is demonstrated 

according to the system’s envisioned functionality that is defined by the system’s use cases documented in the D3.1 Platform architecture. However, 

the time-related issues due to pre-default functionalities that were not implemented on time, combined with the pilot-partners prompts who 

participated in the software implementation in an agile software implementation manner have significant redefined optimized the original envisioned 

functionalities. So, the major use Cases as demonstrated in D3.1 are used as a base, where along to the general and main Use Case goals, a number 

of important features or even new major functionalities are also showcased in each Use Case. 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario:    Title of the Scenario Users Roles: the User Roles that the scenario testing regard 

Perquisite Perquisites that regard the user’s authentication, or necessary action that need to have been performed in order for this use case scenario to be 

capable 

Assumptions  Hypotheses that regard the tested Scenario 

Interface 

Sequence 

A set of sequential interfaces appearing 

for user’s selections that constitute the 

implementation of Use Case Scenario 

  

Features Description of features selected in each 

interface displayed  

 

  

System/ 

Workflow 

System Updates or next actions that can be performed based on this Use Case scenario and regard the overall workflow of the platform 
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5.1 Register (shared Activities) 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing: Register Users: All roles 

Perquisite  There is no perquisite for this Use Case.  

Assumptions The user must register in order to use the platform functionalities, otherwise he can only view static content (Visitor only). By default, and based on the Pilot 

Testers recommendations the Registration Button, leads to a Volunteer Registration Screen 

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features The User Selects the Register Button The User selects his role and registers accordingly as Donor, Organization or Volunteer. Besides 

the requested credentials/fields the user is prompted to select a country from a drop-down 

menu, and tick on checkboxes to state whether he wants to receive e-mail notifications, and 

weather he/she agrees with the terms and conditions. 

System/ 

Workflow  

The Registering User appears in the Co-Coordinators 

Panel in a User-List and can be edited and accepted  

For the registration form, the system provides mandatory textbox completion checking, password 

safety checking, password and confirm password identification, username/ e-mail uniqueness 

verification, and provides messages for these checks. However, the user must be accepted by an 

Administrator in order to use the Platform Functionalities that his/her role regards. 
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5.1.1 Donor Registration 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing: Register Users: Donor (Candidate) 

Perquisite  A Donor must register in order to use the platform functionalities regarding his role 

Assumptions The user must register in order to use the platform functionalities, otherwise he/she can only view static content (Visitor only). The “Give Food” 

Registration Button, leads to the Donor Registration Screen 

Interface 

Sequence 

 

 

Features  The User Selects the Register (Give Food) Button Besides the requested credentials/fields the candidate Donor is prompted to select his 

country from a drop-down menu, and tick on checkboxes to state whether he/she wants 

to receive e-mail notifications, and whether he/she agrees with the terms and 

conditions. 

System/ 

Workflow 

After registering the user must be accepted in order to 

have a have the Role’s rights in the platform 

For the registration form, the system provides mandatory textbox completion checking, 

password safety checking, password and confirm password identification, username/ e-mail 

uniqueness verification, and provides messages for these checks. 
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5.1.2 Recipient Organization Registration 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing: Register Users: Organization (Candidate) 

Perquisite  A recipient organization must register in order to use the platform functionalities and function as a recipient organization. 

Assumptions The user must register in order to use the platform functionalities, otherwise he/she can only view static content (Visitor only). The “Receive Food” 

Registration Button, leads to the Organization/Recipient Registration Screen 

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features  The User Selects the Register (Receive Food) Button Besides the requested credentials/fields the user is prompted to select a country from a 

drop-down menu, and tick on checkboxes to state whether he/she wants to receive e-

mail notifications, and whether he/she agrees with the terms and conditions. 

System/ 

Workflow 

After registering the user must be accepted in order to 

have a have the Role’s rights in the platform 

For the registration form, the system provides mandatory textbox completion checking, 

password safety checking, password and confirm password identification, username/ e-mail 

uniqueness verification, and provides messages for these checks. 
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5.1.3 Volunteer Registration 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing: Register Users: Volunteer 

Perquisite  No perquisite for this Use Case. A simple visitor can register to the Platform 

Assumptions The user must register as a Volunteer in order to use the 

platform functionalities that his/her role encapsulates. 

The Volunteer can be imported as a Platform user also by the Co-Ordinator/ Administrator  

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Feature The user selects the “Help Us Save Food” button and is led to a user-

Registration form where he/she can register as a Volunteer 

The user is prompted to fill out the requested textboxes, to select the country of origin 

from a drop-down menu, and to tick on checkboxes to state whether he/she wants to 

receive e-mail notifications, and whether he/she agrees with the terms and conditions. 

System/ 

Workflow 

After registering the user must be accepted in order to 

have a specific role and use the role’s features 

The registration form provides password safety checking, password and confirm password 

checking, username uniqueness verification, and provides messages for those checks. 
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5.1.4 Donor Registration 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing: Register Users: Donors 

 Prequisites No perquisites required for this scenario  

Assumptions  In the integration of functionalities based on pilot testers’ recommendations the team considered that regarding the collaborative consumption aspects of the 

platform, it is recommended that the Roles of the Recipient and the Organization should be merged in terms of registration as they are both receivers of food. 

Although the recipient is the final Beneficiary this was linked to the verification of the existing Recipient’s need. The implementation is based on the practical 

assumption that regarding the Recipients verification the Organization to which he should be linked can verify his existing need based on internal procedures. 

 Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features The User selects the Icon located above the description “Receive 

food” 

The User selects to have the additional role of the recipient 

Workflow Regarding the workflow the above registration has the benefit of registering a recipient straight to an organization, and be supported in specific localities 

where the organizations are activated.  
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5.2 Login (shared Activities) 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing: Login Users: All Roles 

Perquisite The User has already registered The user has already selected a role, or a role has been given to him/her.  

Assumptions  The user’s registration has been accepted by the Co-Ordinator 

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features The User selects the “Login” Button The user fills out his/her username and the password 

Workflow When filling in his/her Username the System 

recognizes the User’s role by database 

checking 

When logging in, the Platform displays to the user the functionalities meant to be implemented by 

his/her role-rights 
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5.3 Log off (shared Activities) 

Saving Food Use Case: Log-off Users: All Roles 

Perquisite The user has logged in 

Assumptions  - - 

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features The User selects logout The user is led to the Homepage of the platform from where he has no rights on 

the platform based on his role   

Workflow When you logging off all processes end and the session is deleted by the System from the server.   
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5.4 View History (shared Activities) 

Saving Food Use Case:  View History Users: Co-Ordinator 

Perquisite The user has Administrative rights (Co-Ordinator) The User is Logged in 

Assumptions  The Co-ordinator can view all the Events whether displayed in 

the Events list to other User Roles or not 

 

Interface 

Sequence 

 
 

Features The Co-Ordinator click on “Events” in the menu The list displays all the Events where the Coordinator can view the history for all Events 

and filter his/her search for the types of Events, their states, their start date and the 

volunteers needed  

Workflow This is a Use Case implementation regarding display of Events and is not directly linked to other Use Case Scenarios. However, from this interface the Co-

Ordinator can perform all the Use Cases that regard creation/ edit and display Events  
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5.5 Schedule Event (Co-ordinator only) 
 

Saving Food Use Case: Schedule (Edit a 

created) event 

Users: Co-Ordinator 

Perquisite 1.The User has logged in as Co-Ordinator or has this role 2. The event has been created 

Assumptions The Co-Ordinator can create events for his/her country 

Instance 

 

Interface 

Sequence 

  
 

 

Features Co-Ordinator selects (View) Events   User edits Events User selects Date User selects End & Start time 

Workflow The system revises the display order of Events 

based on Co-Ordinator changes both for the 

Administrative display as well as for the other 

roles display 

The system displays Events in a list with the 

earliest start date/time first 

The system performs the checks and 

displays the Events that have later than 

the current Date/Time, Start 
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Saving Food Use Case: Create Event Users: Co-rdinator  

Perquisite The user has logged in  

Assumptions  - 

Interface 

Sequence 

 

  

Features The Coordinator selects “Add New Event” The Coordinator selects the day for the 

date the Event takes place 

The Coordinator selects the time for the 

Event 

Workflow When an event is created it is not published automatically. The Coordinator must set the status of 

the Event. The statuses are  

- 
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5.6 Accept Recipient (Co-ordinator only) 

Saving Food Use Case :  Accept Recipient Users: Co-ordinator 

Perquisite The user has logged in Regards all roles 

Assumptions  The Co-Ordinator - 

Interface 

Sequence 

 

 

Features Can view the account details of the users  

Workflow The Coordinator can view the list with all the columns of the database for the registered 

User 

The Coordinator checks the checkbox and the user has 

the role of “Recipient” or un-checks it and the role 

does no longer apply. 
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5.7 Send Notification (Co-ordinator) 
The Volunteer receives a notification about an upcoming event if he/she has selected the “receive notification button”. In this case he/she is receiving notification for the 

Events  

5.7.1 Receive internal notifications from the platform 

Saving Food Use Case:  Send Notification Users:  Recipient/ Volunteer 

Perquisite The user has logged in Regards all roles 

Assumptions  The volunteer receives notifications for the Events he has 

committed to attend  

The volunteer receives notifications for the Events he/she is registered to attend 

based on the Coordinator’s actions (Organizational Functions) 

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features The User selects the Notifications Button The Notifications of the System are displayed 

Workflow Every time the Coordinator registers or unregisters a volunteer for an Event, or the Event is cancelled the Volunteer and Recipient receives a notification 

automatically.  So although the original Use Case was “Send Notification”, the goal for this functionality ultimately regards the receipt of the Notification by 

the Volunteer/ Recipient.  The automatically sent notifications were a preferred solution as the expected amount of Users and all the related actions from 

them would mean that a Coordinator would have to manually send an amount of notification when any Update regarded the End-User. 
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5.7.2 Receive e-mail Notifications 

Saving Food Use Case:  Receive E-mails  Users: Volunteer 

Perquisite The user has logged in Regards all roles 

Assumptions  The User must perform a successful registration in order this selected functionality is implemented 

Interface Sequence 

 

 

Features The Registered User selects the “receive e-mail Notifications” checkbox, 

in order to receive e-mails when logging in 

The Volunteer can un-check the “receive E-mails” Checkbox in order to stop 

receiving e-mails form the platform 

Workflow 

 

 

The System sends e-mail Notifications based on the Events that regard 

the registered Volunteer 
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5.8 Set Preferences 

5.8.1 Set Preferences, Coordinator only, (Part 1) 

Saving Food Use Case:  Set Preferences Users: Coordinator 

Perquisite The user has logged in   

Assumptions  In this form the Coordinator can set all the 

preferences for the Event 

-  

Interface 

Sequence 

 
 

Features The coordinator selects the Event Title and the 

Number of Volunteers needed for this Event 

The Coordinator fills out the text to be displayed for the description of the Route, the Public 

Location and the (detailed) Description. The Public location does not provide detailed 

information, which is displayed to the eligible Volunteer after he/she commits to the Event 

Workflow The fields regard items and content to be displayed to other user-Roles in the platform 
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5.8.2 Set Preferences, Coordinator only, (Part 2) 

Saving 

Food 

Use Case:   Set Preferences Users: Coordinator 

Perquisite The user has logged in    

Assumptio

ns  

In this form the Coordinator can 

set all the preferences for the 

Event 

The fixing of submitted addresses is a 

pilot tester recommendation, in 

order to have fixed points where any 

Event takes place 

The pop-up Location registration 

form appears for the selection of 

a new Location for the event for 

which the preferences are set 

 

Interface 

Sequence 

   
 

Features The Coordinator selects the type 

of Event 

The coordinator selects a registered 

address 

The Coordinator alternatively fills 

out the location details or places 

the balloon in the location he 

wants 

 

Workflow The fields regard items and content to be displayed to other user-Roles in the platform 
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5.9 Confirm Date/ Time (Co-ordinator only) 

Saving Food Use Case : Confirm Date/ Time Users: Coordinator 

 Perquisite -  

Assumptions  -  

Interface 

Sequence 

   

Features For a created Event the coordinator reviews 

the selected Date 

The coordinator sets the status for the event 

to “Confirmed” 

The coordinator e saves the selected Dates as 

conformed 

Workflow The fields regard items and content to be displayed to other user-Roles in the platform 
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5.10 Close Event (Co-ordinator only)  

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing Users: Coordinator 

 Perquisite -  

Assumptions  The Coordinator has rights to edit the Event  

Interface 

Sequence 

 
 

 

Features The Coordinator reviews the Event Date The Coordinator sets the state of the Event 

to Completed  

The coordinator saves the Event as Completed 

Workflow   Based on the status of the Event the Event is displayed to Volunteers Organizations and Donors 
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In order to explain the implemented Functionality Logic, the next figure represents the Status Shema for the Event, since it has been optimized based on 

Pilot recommendations and Platform rules necessary to Implement them.  

 

Figure 3:  Status Shema 

A draft" state was qualified, so the Co-coordinator is able to set up an event without publishing it immediately. The arrows represent the logic related to 

the Status of the Event. Even though the Coordinator can set the status to any value, the Events displayed in the Front end to Volunteers and Recipients 

regard the Events with statuses “Published”, “Confirmed” and Cancelled. 
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5.11 Accept Event (Coordinator only) 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario : Accept Event Users: Coordinator 

Perquisites  An Event is already Created  

Assumptions    

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features/ 

Issues 

The Coordinator Edits a Created Event The coordinator sets the state to “Confirmed” 

Workflow The “Confirmed” status was qualified as a better verbal description for the Scenario 
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5.12 Notify Recipient (Co-ordinator only) 

Saving Food Use Case : Notify Recipient Users: Coordinator 

Perquisites The Recipient is Eligible (available) 

Assumptions  The Event is already created and the User Edits the Details regarding the Recipients 

Interface 

Sequence 

   

Features/ 

Issues 

The Coordinator edits the Event created The Coordinator clicks to select a 

Recipient from the list of eligible 

Recipients 

Add the selected volunteers to Event recipients 

(Beneficiaries)  

Workflow When the recipient is added to the Event as an Event Recipient the platform sends automatically a notification to the recipient. This regards 

as a specification the ease of use for the Coordinator 
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5.13 View Status (Co-ordinator only) 
View status for the Event regards not only  

Saving Food Use Case : View Status Users: Coordinator 

 Perquisites N/A   

Assumptions  Scenario Assumptions User Role Assumptions. 

Interface 

Sequence 

  

Features/ Issues View Status for all the Events Created View status on a single Event 

Workflow - 
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5.14 View Event (Volunteer only) 

Saving Food Use Case Scenario Testing Users: 

 Perquisites The Events are displayed to both registered and Unregistered Users 

Assumptions  Although the Events are displayed to registered and unregistered User only the Volunteers can commit the Events 

Interface 

Sequence 

   

Features/ 

Issues 

The Volunteer selects to display the list of the 

Events 

He/She selects an Event  He/She reviews details for it 

Workflow The workflow is not affected as the Use Case regards only display of static content. 
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5.15 Confirm Attendance (Volunteer only) 

Saving Food Use Case : Confirm Attendance  Users:  Volunteer  

Perquisites The Volunteer is registered   

Assumptions  Scenario Assumptions  

Interface 

Sequence 

 
 

Features/ 

Issues 

The Event has a Public Location where no exact 

address is displayed. The Volunteer commits to 

the Event by pressing “Volunteer” 

The Event now is displayed to the volunteer in detail. The Volunteer can press “Leave” to 

unsubscribe from the Event, Review the Exact Location and commend on the Comment 

section 

Workflow The Volunteer receives no notification when self- committing to the Event   
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6 Conclusions 
 

During these 2 years there have been several iterations and communications with the pilot partners and the 

development team, also as part of the agile software development methodology selected. This led to the fact 

that there have been a few functionalities/use cases which were suggested in the early deliverables that have 

not been implemented, as well as others that have been implemented the last year, without initially to be 

planned. These iterations led to some modifications to the initial requirement of D2.3. These were needed for 

the following reasons: 

• There is always a different understanding of what is required by the pilot partners and what is feasible 

to be implemented. 

• There has been a need of re-evaluating of some features, after some internal testing of them by the 

pilot partners through the end users. However, a change in one feature can influence both the back 

and front end, so it was always a need for a common decision between pilot partners and development 

team to select, if this feature is important enough to spent resource developing or changing it. 

• All pilots had different requirements, regarding their needs and their particular locality and there was 

always a need to find a common ground of similar features, in order to simplify both the development 

but also the management of the platform. These different requirements are reflected on the need to 

develop one basic staging version of the platform and four (4) different instances for the four (4) pilots.  

In the context of digital social innovation initially the consortium outlined a software solution as a mean to 

satisfy a theoretical estimation on the platform needs, based on academic principles of Social Innovation, that 

were in later iterations specified in greater detail. This choice was considered a strategic option as the 

multisectoral theoretical composition of this top down Digital Social Innovation venture should be applied 

utilizing a technology adjustment to the cognition of the experienced and academic consortium members. 

However the team member’s default and the status changed rapidly. Based on a resultant necessary revision 

of the software and architecture implementation model, the Platform was optimized vice versa, i.e. as a 

software with some pivotal principles adapted to the recommendations of social welfare related pilot users’ 

needs in frequent testing, at the end of every software development Sprint. Those principles as the consortium 

unanimously agreed was the existence of different User-roles that should have access to personalized and 

different interfaces, and the integration of all their possible interactions in a coherence workflow supported 

by a firm infrastructure of a Dynamic Database Management System. This practice actually functioned as a 

permanent Pilot Testing that led to greater Pilot testers’ satisfaction in a constant prototype testing. 

The implementation of the organizational role in the platform ensures that the needs of the Organizations are 

better addressed and their internal functions are supported with complete monitoring of the Donations made 

to them, the Volunteers helping them, and for each Event they are organizing. In this context the platform is 

providing an organization-friendly infrastructure and database linked management tool, to enhance their 

capabilities. 

Among those Use Cases that were implemented, was that of  the transport related Use Cases. However these 

Use Cases, as we experienced in addressing them, have barriers that are relevant not only to technology 

complexity but also to regional features and regulatory/ legislative implications. 

Overall, the platform and its instances, are available and operating as agreed and meet the characteristics 

decided and required for the pilots to run and contribute to the Digitial Social Innovation objectives set. 
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7 ANNEX – Use Cases Implementation Status   
 

User Role Use Case Status 

Use Cases for shared Activities 

 

 

 

Registration Implemented 

Log On Implemented 

Modify donation Details Implemented 

Log off Implemented 

View History Implemented 

Generate Schedule  Not Implemented 

Use Cases for Co-ordinator only 

 View donation Implemented 

Schedule Event Implemented 

Register donation Implemented 

Accept Recipient Implemented 

Send notification Implemented 

Set preferences Implemented 

Review / Run report Implemented 

Generate Event report Implemented 

Confirm Date/Time Implemented 
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Close Event Implemented 

Advertise/ Publicize event Not Implemented 

Accept Event Implemented 

Notify Recipient Implemented 

View Status Implemented 

Use Cases related to Volunteers 

 Share (Event) feedback Implemented 

View event Implemented 

Register travel needs Implemented 

Confirm Attendance Implemented 

Schedule travel Implemented 

Offer travel Implemented 

Uses Cases related to Donor (only) 

 Set donation needs Implemented 

Rate recipient Not Implemented  

This is not implemented due to the reviewed 

requirements by the pilot partners. 

According to the behavioural change 

analysis (see D2.6), the pilot partners 

decided to exclude the logic of rating.  

Use Cases related to Travel Intermediary only  

 Schedule transport Implemented 
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This is implemented in a simple way through 

the comments section underneath the 

gleaning/farmer’s market events.  

Confirm arrangements Implemented 

This is implemented in a simple way through 

the comments section underneath the 

gleaning/farmer’s market events and it Is 

handled by the coordinators.  

Use cases related to Travel Intermediary and to Recipient 

 Arrange transport Implemented 

This is implemented in a simple way through 

the comments section underneath the 

gleaning/farmer’s market events and it Is 

handled by the coordinators.  

Use Cases related to Recipient only 

 Accept Donation Implemented 

Register donation needs Implemented 

Confirm receipt Implemented 

Rate donor Not Implemented 

This is not implemented due to the reviewed 

requirements by the pilot partners. 

According to the behavioural change 

analysis (see D2.6), the pilot partners 

decided to exclude the logic of rating. 

Table 4: Use Case Implementation Status 
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